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ABSTRACT
Contemporarily, Chinese college students reduce their satisfaction unconsciously because of the deviation of reality from the ideal with the impact of “standard of beauty”. Specifically, anxiety, low self-esteem and lack of confidence, are the expression of body shame may follow. In this paper, we examine the relationship between body shame and physical activity among Chinese college students oriented towards a higher mental health level. As a result of our research, we found that body shame negatively affects physical activity, and that physical activity reduce people’s body shame. Through this study, we hope to gain a better understanding of the relationship between body shame and physical activity among university students.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a series of activities relevant to body shame have arisen, e.g., clavicle coin challenge and A4 waist challenge. These activities, that reflect that the pursuit of beauty is popular among social media in China. Yet, people may feel inferior and diffident on their body when mismatch the expected body shape standard. It was found that body shame often occurs when a person is unable to meet sociocultural or internalized ideals about the body [1]. Meanwhile, Horenstein, et al. mentioned that those people suffering from weight stigma, a form of devaluation are vilified, demigration and stigmatization from those falls within the standard weight and marginalization range [2]. Therefore, many people choose to do physical exercise trying to achieve the “standard of beauty”. Different sports are chosen as needed, using a variety of sports means, and combining with natural forces and health measures, in order to build up body, improve health, enhance physical fitness, and adjust the mental status [3]. As a collective activity, physical exercise enhances interpersonal skills, then reducing shame to a certain extent. Thereby, it corrects improve one’s body self-esteem and overall self-esteem [4], i.e., one will increase their self-satisfaction and alleviate their pressure on body.

Grasdalsmoen, et al. demonstrated that more than a quarter of the world’s population is failing to meet the recommended level of physical activity and large amount of college students would suffer from a lack of physical activity [5]. Li, Yang & Yang found that more than one third of students did not engage in sufficient physical activity, while the rest did not engage in sufficient, moderate or vigorous physical activities [6].

It is undeniable that human beings deserve every right to pursue the aesthetic shape, but a judgment on one’s appearance regardless of personality is superficial. Therefore, it is important to stop stereotyping the beauty. Lindwall & Asçi propose that there is a mutual beneficial relationship between exercise and self-perception [7]. In other words, how individuals perceive their bodies and abilities affects their willingness and frequency of exercise and in turn, doing regular workouts has an active impact on how they see themselves [8]. However, few researchers indicate the relations between body shame and physical exercise. Hence, this article focuses on exploring the relations between physical activity and body shame to investigate the impact of body shame on
physical activity. Besides, we demonstrate the physical activity effect on college students’ perceptions of their body. Starting off from the body shame. The article also discusses the feasible way to encourage college students to participate in physical activity.

2. BODY SHAME

Shame is a kind of self-conscious and social shaped emotion. It occurs if a behavior is witnessed and negatively evaluated by others when individual acts in a disgraceful way, (e.g., says something unfortunate, or displays a disgraceful or defective characteristic), [9]. Body shame is considered as a component of shame, which refers to the experience of shame when they discover that their bodies do not conform to the ideal standards of beauty defined by society and culture [10]. Body shame originates from not only external (people make a judgment on others) but also internal (starting to view self in the same devaluing manner) [11]. According to the existing definition existing studies of body shame, it can be found that body shame has the two characteristics. First, body shame is a combination of cognition identity and emotional tendency. Secondly, body shame forms in the process of social comparison and influence. Besides, body shame is regarded as a kind of negative cognitional and emotional experience of one’s own body in a social situation.

3. PHYSICAL EXERCISE

Physical exercise behavior refers to the performance of bodily activities in order to maintain or develop physical fitness and overall health. People need to choose different sports, use a variety of sports means, make full use of leisure time to strengthen physical fitness, enhance physical fitness, adjust their psychological state (Tan & Xu, 2004) [3]. Its importance had been highly emphasized by many studies that exercise is one of the effective effectively means to enhance the mental health and quality of college students [12].

However, researchers as Xiao & Cao have found that most undergraduates do not take physical exercises systematically [13]. A variety of reasons contribute to this, including lack of time, partner and sports equipment. It should be noted that lack of time is not the reason for participation in sports activities after graduation. In fact, Weng, Qi & Tang also mentioned it is related to the state of receiving media sports information and the stage of participation in sports activities [14].

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Body shame affecting college students regarding physical exercise

Body shame negatively affects physical activities. Shame is a powerful self-conscious emotion involving a global negative attribution of the self that leads to a desire to hide or escape [15]. Individuals naturally avoid or escape being criticized their bodies.

First, body shame’s desire of escaping can make students resistant to change, i.e., unwilling to exercise. In China, women are constantly being exposed to images of idealized bodies, which almost invariably consist of youth, thinness and whiteness [16]. As for college girls, they try to attain this goal. If they fail, they form a negative, shame-filled relationship to their body and to themselves as a person [16]. In order to reduce their own anxiety, this kind of shame will let these students avoid the problem, thus refusing to change. For example, when they need to go to the gym because eating too much, shame lead on avoid exercise for fear of revealing your weight [17]. Besides, physical shame makes them think first about covering up their shortcomings, rather than trying to change them. For example, when college students are dissatisfied with their bodies, they prefer to wear bulky clothes to cover up their shortcomings instead of losing weight by exercise.

Second, body shaming make students more concerned about negative evaluations, which reduces their enthusiasm to participate in physical exercise. For example, weight stigma reduces exercise participation by depriving people of the opportunity to cultivate exercise self-efficacy [2][18]. Brewis proposed a mode of weight stigma that has negative impact on individual’s engagement in exercise and other health-seeking behaviours [19]. These results from the feeling judged by others, as well as exclusion from social networks that engage in exercise and/or reduced social support in health behaviour engagement [2]. For example, among college student women (BMI [kg/m2] = 17.38), weight stigma was associated with a greater willingness to avoid exercise. The more negative evaluations they experienced during the day, the higher their body shame and the less time they spent exercising, [20]. Therefore, they would rather stay indoors watching TV and playing games than do sports because they are afraid of other people’s negative comments. Additionally, body shaming is associated with the intensity of college students’ physical activity, which is a good point, and will be discussed later.

Third, people with body shame may perceive greater barriers to exercise, and the negative perception accumulates and becomes intense. College students who are unhappy with their bodies may avoid exercise (and interventions to promote it) because they feel they can’t
exercise or cannot have the willpower to keep exercising. Importantly, lack of exercise human beings are not only more likely to perceive obstacles to exercise (e.g., feeling embarrassed or fatigued while exercising), but also less likely to perceive benefits of exercise [21]. Because the long-term lack of exercise, they are unable to accept higher intensity of the movement suddenly (e.g., running, badminton etc). While doing these exercises, their bodies may experience aches and tremors, which can cause them to feel the embarrassment and the shame, i.e., in turn can make them more resistant to exercise.

4.2. Physical exercise regulate the way college students think of their body

It has been shown that participating in moderate physical exercise help reduce body shame in several researches. After a period of time practicing yoga, self-objectification was significant decreased [22], which lessen the sense of body shame [23]. This effect is moderated by the amount of exercise and the type of exercise. It was shown that higher score in exercise ranking, the multiple of exercise intensity and time, a student would feel less body shame [4][24] and more physical self-worth [25].

Exercise can lead to a better mood physiologically, which reduces the emotional experience of shame. Neurophysiological evidence of activity in the frontal cortex during exercise shows the positive effects on one’s well-being [26], especially the exercise whose intensities is above ventilatory threshold [27]. In addition to the neurotic pleasure reflection, sports also activate corresponding strategies for regulating negative emotions, for instance, reappraisal [28]. Ligeza et al.’s study showed that the more frequently active the participants were, the larger the reappraisal efficacy they demonstrated with an evidence of the late positive potential [29]. In general, exercise can increase the levels of high-arousal positive (HAP) effect and decrease the level of low-arousal positive affect (LAP) [30][31]. Hence, as a kind of negative feelings, body shame reduces during physical exercise.

Second, participating physical exercise leads to students who become knowledgeable about their own body, which relieves body shame. Body shame is a result from objectification which refers to one’s functions are separated out form one’s own person [32]. More sports activities will increase the individual’s knowledge related to physical activities [33] including sport rules, sports stars, and most importantly, physical fitness. Individuals can view their bodies from a more rational and healthy perspective, which is based on his/she own experience rather than the other’s evaluation. Self-objectification is hence reduced, accompanied by the increase of positive emotions (e.g., self-esteem), and the decrease of negative emotions (e.g., body shame) [23].

Third, exercising behaviour can increase one’s psychosocial resources for motivating healthy emotions. In physical activities, opportunities to meet more people who keep exercising are increased, especially in sport groups, which increase one’s psychosocial resources. Psychosocial resource refers to the totality of the protective and supportive competences used by a person or available to him, which enables external actions [34]. A group of peers with the same exercise goals can provide a better atmosphere in which one can share their anxiety of their bodies and discuss the strategy to release the sense of shame. Moreover, peers’ exercising positive behaviours (e.g., perseverance and confidence), are available to other exerciser and influence them by the social learning process [35]. Therefore, the experiences associated with physical activity help one build psychosocial resources [36]. Subsequently, it improves mental health, reduce distress and the sense of shame [24][37][38].

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, the relationship between body shame and physical exercise shows that once a college student has felt body shame, he/she is likely to reduce physical exercise which enhances body shame subsequently. Therefore, it is necessary to intervene physical exercise. Here are some recommendations. First, it is important to realize that shying away from changing ourselves has nothing good to get rid of body shame unless people make up their mind to overcome it. In addition, it is necessary to call on people to respect other people’s bodies and not to make negative comments about others. According to objectification theory, we can even understand how living in a society that overemphasizes women’s physical attractiveness. Besides, relentlessly objectifies can lead to body dissatisfaction and ultimately depression in adolescent girls and women [16]. The last is to have a good physical exercise habit. Gillen found that regardless of actual body shape, those who have a positive physical exercise habit were less likely to adopt unhealthy diets and more likely to try to protect their bodies from sun damage [39]. Furthermore, those with a positive exercise are more likely to have higher self-esteem and were less likely to be depressed [21].

According to our analysis, we demonstrate the mechanics behind body shame hinders physical exercise. Moreover, suggestions are provided to control these factors and reduce the negative effects of body shame on physical exercise. In order to reduce the obstacle of body shame to physical exercise, one can carry out physical exercise more effectively. Interventions to enhance body satisfaction have primarily focused on increasing participants’ physical activity, which have had some success, across different types of exercise and groups of individuals [21][40]. These results offer a guideline for people to better understand the relationship between body
you can’t): Weight stigma, exercise self-efficacy, and active fat identity development. 


